Introduction
Social influence network theory (Friedkin 1991 (Friedkin , 1998 (Friedkin , 1999 Friedkin and Johnsen 1990 , 1997 , 1999 ) postulates the following model for the influence process on attitudes and opinions in a group of n persons: 
for t = 2 3 , , , K where y ( ) t is a n ×1 vector of persons' opinions at time t , W = w ij is a (2) where
for t = 2 3 , ,K . Assuming the process reaches an equilibrium, i.e., lim 
More generally, by Eqn. (2) we can obtain Eqn. (7) if
exists. In either case, V is a matrix of reduced-form coefficients describing the total interpersonal effects which transform initial opinions into final opinions. . Clearly, we can constrain the estimation of a social influence model by assuming homogeneous susceptibilities, i.e., A I = α , in which case, Eq. (12) becomes
where 
